Infor FMS SunSystems is the
truly international financial
management solution designed
to meet changing global
business requirements.

GLOBAL FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT
DO BUSINESS BETTER.
Rapid globalization and economic turbulence combine to make today’s financial management
challenges more complex than ever. Those same forces make effective financial controls
imperative. Constantly changing regulations and accounting standards such as the conversion to
IFRS amplify the traditional challenges of corporate financial management like never before.
Evolving business models, changing strategies, and acquisitions only add to those challenges.
Every CFO needs a first-rate solution for his or her organization that provides current, accurate,
comprehensive financial and operational information while also delivering the agility to adapt
quickly to changing conditions and the power to support timely, sound decision making.
Infor™ FMS SunSystems gives you immediate access to all finance and accounting information for
fast and effective decisionmaking. It covers all aspects of financial management, including
general ledger, financial reporting, operational reporting and analysis, budgeting, forecasting, and
other functionality required by finance organizations.

LEVERAGE EXPERIENCE.
Infor knows the challenges of international business
firsthand. With 9,000 SunSystems customers in over 170
countries, our unmatched support and industry-specific
expertise can make the difference for global organizations
that want to stay on top of local jurisdictional reporting and
taxation requirements while reducing risk, lowering costs, and
reaching top financial performance.

GET BUSINESS SPECIFIC.
The Infor FMS SunSystems solution gives global firms
unparalleled visibility into financial activities at international
sites and operations, even when those international sites are
not using the same corporate-wide general ledger, financial,
or ERP systems. Infor FMS SunSystems’ open architecture
makes the product easy to integrate with the enterprise and
financial systems you already have. Its unparalleled degree
of interoperability is particularly valuable for organizations
that need a flexible financial solution to help them cope with
unpredictable business conditions.
Developed with business change in mind, Infor FMS
SunSystems is easy to update, so that you can readily
manage an endless variety of business changes, including
establishing new business locations, integrating acquired
business units, and handling new reporting requirements.
Finance personnel can administer and maintain the system
with only minimal IT involvement. It’s also easy to configure in
response to multiple statutory and management reporting
requirements at every level of your organization—site,
country, business unit, or corporate.
A truly international solution, Infor FMS SunSystems can
support your operations at many different sites across
national borders, with full support for multiple languages and
an unlimited number of currencies. It can also handle
simultaneous financial reporting requirements in multiple
countries to help you close your books faster and satisfy all
local statutory, corporate, IFRS, and management
reporting requirements.

SunSystems users have found that they can close the books
and report results as much as 50% faster, and even more in
some cases, while reducing costs and enabling the finance
organization to spend less time on routine transaction
processing in order to focus on more valuable
business activities.
Infor FMS SunSystems solutions integrate with your existing
business applications to give you a 360 degree view of your
global operations. You’ll not only make better decisions, you’ll
be able to execute those decisions promptly and effectively.

SEE RESULTS NOW.
With a financial management solution designed from the
ground up to give you maximum flexibility, you’ll gain the
ability to compete successfully in a global marketplace that
changes daily. You’ll also get the deep, detailed view of global
financial and operational information that you need to make
faster, better business decisions and improve performance
from day one. Info FMS SunSystems is the truly global
financial management solution for companies that need
agility, best in class performance, and rapid return on
their investment.
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